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ABSTRACT
We explore new ways to communicate sensor data by combin-
ing spatialized sonification with animated data visualization in a
3D virtual environment. A system is designed and implemented
that implies a sense of anonymized presence in an instrumented
building by manipulating navigable live and recorded spatial au-
dio streams. Exploration of both real-time and archived data is
enabled. In particular, algorithms for obfuscating audio to pro-
tect privacy and for time-compressing audio to allow exploration
on diverse time scales are implemented. Synthesized sonification
of diverse, distributed sensor data in this context is also supported
within our framework.
1. INTRODUCTION
Homes and workspaces are increasingly being instrumented
with dense sensor networks, encompassing many modalities of
data, from environmental (e.g. temperature) to usage data (e.g.
movement). While simple closed-loop systems exist for address-
ing specific problems (such as temperature control and lighting),
rich, diverse sources of building data are generally balkanized
within individual systems and cant be collectively explored. We
are interested in creating a comprehensive interface that brings to-
gether all this complex information, allowing users to fluidly ex-
plore it in order to find patterns and connections between disparate
kinds of data. Within a few years, sensor information will be ag-
nostic to the specific systems that created it, mandating the ability
to leverage such holistic sensor browsing systems in debugging
and structuring ubiquitous computing [1] environments.
Graphical data visualization is a natural way to approach a
problem of data display. Creating such displays entails challenges,
chief among them being the reduction of rich multidimensional
data to a two-dimensional display (a problem Edward Tufte refers
to as ’flatland’ in his seminal book The Visual Display of Quantita-
tive Information [2].) In this work we explore the use of spatialized
data sonification alongside animated 3D visualization for display-
ing rich spatial sensor data. Given that humans can localize sounds
in three-dimensional space, spatialized sound is well suited to dis-
playing three-dimensional spatial data, especially within a 3D vir-
tual world. In addition, we can use sound to provide a more immer-
sive and aesthetically compelling remote experience of a space. In
particular, we use processed audio streams from the space, which
This work was sponsored by a grant from the Intel Corporation and
the other sponsors of the MIT Media Laboratory.
Figure 1: Full view of DoppelLab’s representation of the Me-
dia Labs E14 Complex. Small flames visualize temperatures via
their color; red and blue spheres visualize significant temperature
anomalies; blue and purple fog and cubes visualize a dense array
of temperature and humidity sensors in the building’s atrium.
both provide this immersive experience and effectively convey the
usage of the space.
This work builds on DoppelLab, an ongoing project of the Re-
sponsive Environments group at the MIT Media Lab [3]. Dop-
pelLab is a cross-reality virtual environment, metaphoring a build-
ing in the real world [4]. DoppelLab is populated with visual-
izations of diverse types of data, including temperature, humidity,
motion, RFID tracking, geo-tagged tweets, and audio levels. Cur-
rently DoppelLab uses the new MIT Media Lab (E14) building
as its test case; Figure 1 is a full-model screenshot of the inter-
face. DoppelLab allows exploration of data both spatially, through
a game-engine interface, and across time—real-time data is avail-
able, and archived data can be scanned over on a variety of time
scales.
In this work, we build on DoppelLab to explore the poten-
tial of spatialized data sonification as a way to convey spatially-
oriented sensor data. We explore two kinds of data sonification:
synthesized sonification of non-audio sensor data (e.g. tempera-
ture, movement and presence of people) and the use of streamed
and recorded audio as a more direct sonification. We particularly
explore several issues that arise in the latter case: how to respect
privacy while using recorded audio from a shared space, and how
to allow users to efficiently explore recorded audio over long time
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Figure 2: The GUI for DoppelLab’s Time Machine functionality.
Sliders allow coarse and fine selection of a new time to play back
data and sound from; triangle buttons allow selection of playback
speed for historical audio (2, 3, and 4 triangles denote speedup
factors of 60, 600, and 3600, resp.), the ‘forward’ button returns
to real-time data and audio.
spans (i.e., months). Few high-level tools exist for this kind of net-
worked audio processing application, so our work also involved
the design and implementation of this system.
The resulting system offers several ways to explore data
through audio, using the existing DoppelLab user interface, hence
the spatial characteristics of the audio playback follow the user’s
position in the virtual world. Seven microphone streams from the
public areas in the Media Lab, obfuscated for privacy, are played
back in the application, spatialized according to the locations of
their recording in the real space. Spatialized audio streams are at-
tenuated by the inverse square of their sources’ distance from the
listener, as according to the physical law. As with the other data
in DoppelLab, the user may explore real-time or historical audio.
In particular, the program allows playback of archived audio at
faster-than-real-time rates, using an audio time-compression algo-
rithm of our creation. To protect privacy of users in the space, we
obfuscate audio data at the nodes where it is recorded. In addition
to this recorded audio sonification, we have implemented a num-
ber of synthesized sonifications of other building data; this work is
preliminary, but it allows us to explore the issues involved in soni-
fying spatially-oriented data, and doing so in the context of a 3D
virtual world.
2. RELATED WORK
Our sonification leverages results of perceptual studies that show
the effectiveness of sonification for understanding; particularly in
the techniques of pitch mapping and spatialization. User studies
have quantitatively shown the effectiveness of certain kinds of data
sonifications for understanding features of graphs, both in seeing
and blind users. For example, Brown and Brewster showed how
blind users could listen to pitch mappings of time series data, and
draw the data from memory with relevant features [5]. In Musical
versus Visual Graphs, Flowers and Hauer showed that pitch map-
ping sonification was as effective as visualization for time series
data [6]. Based on these and similar perceptual studies, Brown et
al. published a set of guidelines for sonification of time series data,
targeting blind users specifically [7]. They recommended pitch
mapping, and for multiple variables they recommended stereo sep-
aration and allowing the user to change relative amplitude levels;
we arrive at these latter two qualities through spatialization. An-
other study in favor of spatialization is Hunt and Hermanns Im-
portance of Interaction [8], which discusses how sonification is
most effective in interactive systems when it behaves like natural
acoustic phenomena (e.g. when sound is produced by striking an
object, a harder strike produces a louder sound.) Especially when
exploring localized data, spatialization is one such phenomenon.
My system performs spatialization on the client, rather than the
server; this reduces latency, thereby making the interaction more
realistic.
Previous studies exist on the use of spatialization for sonifi-
cation, including its use for spatially oriented data, and in virtual
environments. R. Bargar’s work on interactive sound for the CAVE
system is an early example of augmenting a graphical virtual en-
vironment with spatialized sound sources.[9] This system was re-
stricted by performance issues which are no longer problematic;
for example, it could only spatialize 4 sound sources; the abil-
ity to spatialize many more than that is essential for our ability
to sonify large sensor arrays. Nasir and Roberts’s Sonification of
Spatial Data[10] is a survey of sonification work where either the
data is spatial, the sonification uses spatialization, or both. One
relevant conclusion is that spatialized sonification can enhance
visualization of the same or related data. Andrea Polli’s Atmo-
spherics/Weather Works[11] is a striking and ambitious example
of spatialized sonification of data with three spatial dimensions.
It sonifies several weather related parameters, including pressure,
humidity, and wind speed, sampled in a three-dimensional grid.
All parameters were mapped to pitch, with different timbres dif-
ferentiating kinds of data; spatialization was used to locate sounds
according to sampling location. Other relevant work includes the
spatialized sonification of EEG data[12].
Our system for preserving privacy in audio streams builds on
several prior studies. The SPINNER project addressed privacy in
distributed audio and video recording [13]. SPINNER uses an opt-
in model for sharing of audio and video data, where building oc-
cupants wear badges, and recording is enabled only if a badge is
present and the user’s preferences are set accordingly. Recording
may also be stopped manually. This comprises a viable model for
privacy, but at costs of requiring badges and throwing away data
from chosen time spans outright (as opposed to more selectively
obscuring it). Other efforts focused on obfuscating the speech
content of audio while preserving timbre. Chris Schmandt’s Lis-
tenIn system, for example, used audio for domestic monitoring
among family members or caregivers [14]. ListenIn scrambles
audio by shuffling short buffers whenever speech is detected, aim-
ing to make speech unintelligible, but otherwise preserve timbre.
More recent work by Chen et al. alters vowel sounds in speech, and
includes a user study which demonstrates significantly reduced in-
telligibility while leaving concurrent non-speech sounds recogniz-
able [15]. These works do not discuss the question of whether a
third party could process the obfuscated audio and restore intel-
ligibility. In [14], this is less relevant because the application is
meant to be a closed system where data is shared among a small
number of individuals. In Minimal-Impact Audio-Based Personal
Archives, Lee and Ellis address the issue of obfuscating audio in a
way that would be difficult to reverse [16]. Their method is similar
to the one in [14], but they reverse and crossfade short buffers of
identified speech in addition to shuffling. They claim that given
certain parameters (shuffling 50ms windows over a span of 1s,
with “large” overlap between adjacent frames), reversing the ob-
fuscation would be “virtually impossible”. They note that this kind
of obfuscation should leave spectral features in the audible range
, , ,
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largely untouched, so that timbral analysis would not be disrupted.
Lee and Ellis note that individuals using their system may wish to
listen to old conversations without obfuscation. They discuss the
possibility of turning off obfuscation for speakers who have given
permission, possibly via voice recognition.
Our work is focused on time compression of a large body of
audio data; other work on this topic exists, but most of it differs
significantly from our project. One such area is time compression
of recorded speech for efficient listening. In order to achieve this
goal, relatively small compression ratios are used– generally less
than 3. Products in this space date back at least to the mid-80’s,
e.g., Radio Shack’s VSC-1000 VariSpeed Tape Recorder with all-
analog pitch restoration. There exist analysis techniques, however,
based on speech structure, which can guide compression more
effectively than a general (non-speech-related) algorithm could;
also, there are specific metrics for evaluation, based on speech
comprehension [17], [18]. Another similar study is Tarrat-Masso’s
work in [19], which uses spectral analysis to guide time compres-
sion in music production. The analysis and resynthesis are decou-
pled, and the analysis isn’t specific to musical inputs. The analysis
is based on Image Seam-Carving, which involves calculating an
energy map of the spectrogram of the audio, and then compress-
ing most during times when there is the least amount of spectral
change [20]. This is similar to the method that we will describe in
Section 4, although we build on it in several ways, including using
a perceptual weighting of the audio spectrum.
This work builds on the Responsive Environments Group’s on-
going project, DoppelLab [3]. In this work, we are exploring ways
to use sonification to complement 3D graphical visualizations and
instill a sense of presence, hence to do so we integrate our imple-
mentation with the existing DoppelLab system. DoppelLab is a
3D virtual environment for browsing multimodal sensor data from
the MIT Media Lab based around the Unity3D Game Engine. Vi-
sualizations of data such as temperature, humidity, and sound are
situated throughout a graphical model of the Media Lab. Users
can view the data from hundreds of sensors around the lab at once,
or zoom in on one location to examine in more detail. Exploring
historical data on different time scales is a focus of DoppelLab.
By default DoppelLab shows real-time data, but it also provides
an interface (pictured in Figure 2) for exploring past data. At the
time of this writing, most of the data is archived for around one
year. Users can go to a past time, and select the rate at which time
will pass. Higher speeds allow the user to view large-scale pat-
terns that would not be apparent in real time; for example, at the
fastest speed of one hour per second, it is easy to see people arriv-
ing each morning and temperature anomalies every night when the
building quiets down (indicating that the heating/air conditioning
system has entered non-closed-loop setback).
3. PRIVACY
It is essential to this work that we use audio from the space in a
way which respects the privacy of people in it. Our objective in
that regard is that spoken language should not be intelligible in
the streamed and recorded audio; nor should it be possible for a
third party to derive intelligible speech from the audio our sys-
tem provides. To this end, we process all sampled audio with an
obfuscation algorithm which we will describe below, and run the
obfuscation directly at the sensor node to prevent clean audio from
propagating through the building network at any level. As stated
in Section 1, our objectives in using actual audio are to recreate
Figure 3: Visualization of the obfuscation process. In this exam-
ple, we shuffle among the 4 most recent buffers, and reverse with
probability 0.5.
the ambience of the space, and to understand what sort of activity
is going on (e.g. quiet discussion, cocktail party, cleaning), and
anchor a sense of presence. To this end, our obfuscation algorithm
should meet privacy requirements while preserving the timbre of
the audio. A final requirement is that the obfuscation algorithm is
computationally efficient; this is because it must run on the record-
ing nodes of the system, which could be minimal computers or
embedded microcontrollers.
3.1. Obfuscation Technique
Our algorithm works in a similar way to the one presented in [14],
but attempts to improve on timbral preservation and irreversibility.
To that end, we shuffle fewer, larger grains, instead of a larger
number of smaller grains. To offset the increase in intelligibility
that this causes, we randomly reverse some of the grains. We also
significantly overlap and crossfade between sequenced grains, to
create a smoother sound.
Currently, the algorithm is running using a grain size of about
200 ms, shuffling among the most recent 3 grains, and reversing
grains with probability 0.6. These parameters were chosen on aes-
thetic grounds, and the result is unintelligible by observation, but
the parameters should be revisited to ensure irreversibility. [16]
suggests that more aggressive scrambling, i.e. shuffling among
more grains of smaller size, while maintaining significant cross-
fades, would provide more of a guarantee against an eavesdropper
reversing the algorithm.
This algorithm preserves the timbre of many environmental
sounds. For example, the distinctive bell sound of the Media
Lab’s elevators is preserved– since this is a relatively constant
tone which lasts several seconds, shuffling grains which are sig-
nificantly smaller than a second has little effect on it. Significant
changes in the tone of speech can be heard; laughter, for example,
is often recognizable. Short percussive sounds, such as those from
closing doors or a ping pong game, are affected by the grain rever-
sal, but since reversal is randomized, if several such sounds occur,
some of them are likely to play forward.
3.2. Deobfuscation
In the interest of privacy, it is important not only that our obfus-
cated audio is unintelligible, but that it is difficult to reverse the
obfuscation procedure. Otherwise, a user could download and
archive the audio streams and attempt to process them so that the
original audio is intelligible; either by manipulating it manually
using an audio editor, or by writing a program which analyses the
audio and attempts to reconstruct contiguous speech passages.
Currently, we do not know of a way to prove that the obfus-
cation would be practically impossible to de-obfuscate, or even
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exactly what that condition would mean. We can make some con-
jectures. Reversal of the algorithm, if possible, would probably
involve either spectrally analyzing grains and finding grain bound-
aries that best match up, or applying phoneme detection and then
using a phonetic model to look for common phoneme sequences.
Significant crossfading will make both of these approaches diffi-
cult, particularly the first one– with a large logarithmic crossfade,
as we get near the edge of a grain, the spectrum of that grain will
be mixed close to equally with the spectrum of the next grain; if
the time scale on which syllables change is similar to the time scale
of the crossfade size, it will be difficult to undo that corruption. If
cross-fades comprise a large proportion of the duration of a grain,
it will be more difficult for phoneme detectors to work.
Another property of the algorithm that we note is that if we
randomly sequence grains from a set of the most recent N grains
and assume that a given grain will be in the set during N sequenc-
ing intervals, then the probability of that grain never being played
is ((N − 1)/N)N . If we maintain a set of 3 grains, this prob-
ability is approximately 0.30; if the set has 10 or 20 grains, the
probability is approximately 0.35 or 0.36. Thus, approximately
one of every three grains will be dropped. Accordingly, for an al-
gorithm reversing this process, only short contiguous sequences of
grains would even exist, and then if those were all identified, the
algorithm would have to recognize words with 1/3 of the audio
missing.
4. COMPRESSION
One of DoppelLab’s main features is the ability to explore histor-
ical data on faster-than-real-time time scales (up to several thou-
sand times) in order to understand larger-scale patterns. Our focus
has been on using recorded audio data from the Media Lab to sug-
gest generic activity within the space and enhance DoppelLab’s
sense of presence. Unlike many graphical visualizations, which
can be sped up simply by fetching sequential data at a higher rate,
audio data is not trivially sped up. Since we perceive audio data
in terms of frequencies, speeding up the data by the kind of fac-
tors we deal with in DoppelLab (e.g. 60 to 3600) would bring the
data out of the human range of hearing. We have designed and
implemented an algorithm for speeding up audio data for this ap-
plication that has two parts: one part uses granular synthesis to
resynthesize audio at any speed without altering its frequency; the
other part uses perceptually-based analysis to determine which au-
dio is most interesting and should be prioritized. We experimented
with both traversing the input file at a constant speed, and travers-
ing at a variable speed, where more time is spent on audio sections
with more interesting features.
4.1. Analysis
In time-compressing audio data, we would like to provide as much
information as possible to the listener. To this end, we perform
an audio analysis to attempt to determine which parts of the audio
data are most interesting. We use this to guide our compression al-
gorithm so that it compresses more aggressively on less interesting
audio.
Of course, the question of which audio is more interesting is
very open-ended. Given the exploratory nature of DoppelLab, we
do not want to restrict the user to a specific type of event, such as
human speech or activity. Also, we do not want to simply select
audio that has more noise or activity, as this would misrepresent
the data. For example, if an interval of time has both loud con-
versation and silence, we would like to show both. To accomplish
this, we use the perceptually-based Bark frequency scale to ob-
tain a compact representation of the audio features that humans
perceive in greatest detail [21]. We then look at the amount of
change in this representation over time, and bias the compression
to preserve these times of transition, and apply more compression
to times when the sound is more constant.
The analysis works by taking the FFT of successive windows
of input audio, and then reducing the spectrum to a 24-dimensional
Bark representation. We then compute the Euclidean distance be-
tween successive Bark vectors to estimate a magnitude of spectral
change at each window. Intervals with greater spectral change are
deemed more interesting. A more detailed explanation of the al-
gorithm can be found in [22].
4.2. Synthesis
To time-compress audio without altering its pitch, we use a version
of granular synthesis, as described in Roads’ Computer Music Tu-
torial, known as “time granulation” [23]. In this variant, grains
are sampled from an existing audio source. We use the notion of
a “playhead”, or an offset into the input audio, which determines
where grains will be sampled from.
To compute the time-compressed audio, we move the play-
head forward through the input file. To compute the version that
compresses at a constant rate, we sample grains from the play-
head at a uniform density throughout the input. To compute the
perceptually-based compression, we sample grains at closer inter-
vals during more interesting sections of audio, and more sparsely
during less interesting sections. This procedure is described in
much greater detail in [22].
4.3. Results
In this section, we show some data from intermediate steps and
output from the time compression algorithms, then discuss the re-
sults of informal user testing.
Our process for variable-rate time compression involves a
number of stages; Figure 4 shows example input data and inter-
mediate data at successive stages. This example uses a compres-
sion ratio of 60. The input data are chosen as an instance where
we have some interesting events which we would like to show in
higher resolution; the beginning is mostly quiet, we have a few
brief periods when people walk by and talk, and then near the end
the beginning of a musical jam session in a nearby room can be
heard. All four subfigures are on equivalent time scales, so corre-
sponding data line up vertically. The first subfigure is a spectro-
gram showing the 60 minutes of input data; a spectrogram is a plot
which shows successive windows of spectral representation over
a longer signal; power is mapped to color. The second subfigure
shows, for successive windows, the values of the Bark vector. The
third subfigure shows the bark spectrum derivative metric over the
same data; the fourth shows the playhead map, which indicates the
location in the input file at which the granular synthesizer should
be sampling from for each moment in the output file. Note the
several more flat regions; these are moments of interest where the
playhead spends more time.
Figure 5 shows spectrograms of the minute-long audio outputs
from constant- and variable-rate time compression, given the hour
of input data shown in Figure 4. The first image, predictably, looks
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Figure 4: Analysis of 60m audio data: input and successive repre-
sentations.
similar to the original data in the first subfigure in Figure 4, since
we are compressing using a constant speed, and since the images
don’t have resolution to show the details in the hour-long sample
that don’t exist in the compressed version. In the second subfig-
ure, as intended, we can see many of the same spectral features,
but time is stretched or compressed at different moments in the
audio. The “event” annotations point out a few moments where
we can clearly see the same audio feature showing up in both
outputs, based on the spectral characteristics. In particular, with
“event B”, we note that the event, which is brief, barely shows up
in the first subfigure, and is even more difficult to see in the input
data. In the second subfigure though (the variable-rate-compressed
stream), the event is bigger and darker, and better distinguished
from the peak immediately to the left of it. Similarly, with “event
C”, we see a pair of short, dark peaks, and some lighter peaks to
their left; in the second subfigure, all this dense activity is more
spread out in time. These two examples illustrate the variable-rate
compression algorithm dwelling on events with more change, or
with unusual frequencies, over relatively longer periods of time,
thus rendering them with higher resolution--an effect that can be
clearly noticed when listening to the audio. This is at the expense
of more monotonous sections, like the several more static periods
early in these spectrograms.
We informally evaluated the time compression program by
testing it and having several colleagues test it. In testing it our-
selves, certain events were recognizable through the time compres-
sion; for example, social gatherings and music. In comparing the
constant- and variable-rate compression side by side, the variable-
rate compression spread out the activity more. Also, certain short
features were clipped in the constant-rate version and noticeably
longer in the other one.
We then did an informal user test with two colleagues; Partic-
ipant 1 was familiar with the project beforehand, and Participant 2
was not. For the test, subjects listened to four minute-long clips of
time-compressed audio; output of both the constant- and variable-
rate compression algorithms, run on 60 minutes of audio with
compression rate 60, and then on 600 minutes of audio with com-
pression rate 600. For each of the two compression ratios, subjects
first heard the constant-rate output, and then were asked what they
noticed; then they heard the variable-rate output and were asked
what differences they noticed. The audio clips were both chosen
from a weeknight at our lab, including conversations, a musical
jam session, and custodians vacuuming. Of the constant-rate com-
pression on 60 minutes, Participant 1 thought s/he heard indication
of several-minute-long conversations 2/3 of the way through, and
the “usual background noise” of the Media Lab, with doors open-
ing and closing, and a hint of something melodic towards the end.
Participant 2 noted that it sounded like a room with conversations
and silences, and that it sounded “natural”, as opposed to sounding
like a compression. Both participants reported hearing more activ-
ity during the variable-rate compressed audio. Participant 2 said
that these sounded more “full”, and that it sounded like there was
a boost in mid-range frequencies. Participant 1 noticed that during
the 10-hour compressed audio, he heard what sounded like a se-
quence of chords, which he speculated be the dominant harmonies
of a series of songs; on hearing the variable-rate compressed ver-
sion, he reported hearing more ‘attack’, and more of the transients,
during the musical sequence.
This testing suggests that in general, the compression is suc-
cessful in conveying main events that occur in our lab, as well as
the general sonic character of the space. However, the difference
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audio. The “event” annotations point ou a few moments where
we can clear y see th same audio feature showing up in both
outputs, based on the sp ctral characteristics. In particular, with
“event B”, we note that the ev nt, which s brief, barely shows up
in the first subfigure, and is even more difficult to see in the input
data. In the second subfigure though (the variable-rate-compressed
stream), the ev nt is b gger and darker, and better distinguished
from the peak immediately to the left of it. Similarly, with “event
C”, we se a pair of short, dark peaks, and some lighter p aks to
their l ft; in the second subfigure, all this dense activity is more
spread out in ime. These two examples i lustrate th variable-rate
compression algorithm dwelling on events with more change, or
with unusual frequ nci s, over r latively longer p iods f time,
thus rend ring them with higher resolution--a effect that c n be
clear y noticed when listening to the audio. This is at the expense
of more monotonous sections, like th several more static periods
early in these sp ctrograms.
We informally evaluated he ime compression program by
testing t and having several co leagues t t it. In testing t our-
selves, certain events were recognizable through the time compres-
sion; for example, social g therings and music. In comparing the
consta t- and variable-rate compression side by side, th variable-
rate compression spread out the activity more. Also, certain short
features were clipped in the consta t-rate version and noticeably
longer in the other one.
We th n did an informal user test wi h two colleagues; Partic-
ipant 1 was familiar with the project befor hand, and Participant 2
was not. For the test, subjects listened to four minute-long clips of
time-compressed au io; output of b th the consta t- and variable-
rate compression algorithms, run o 60 minutes of audio with
compression rate 60, and then on 600 minutes of audio with com-
pression rate 600. For each of the two compression ratios, subjects
first heard the consta t-rate output, and then were asked what t ey
noticed; then they heard the variable-rate output and were asked
what differences they noticed. The audio clips were both chosen
from a weeknight at our lab, including conversations, a musical
jam session, a d custodians vacuuming. Of the consta t-rate com-
pression on 60 minutes, Participant 1 thought s/ e heard in ication
of several-minute-long conversations 2/3 of the way through, and
the “usual b ckground noise” of the M dia Lab, with doors pen-
ing a d closing, and hint of s mething melodic towards the end.
Participant 2 noted hat it sounded like a room with conversations
and silences, and that it sounded “natur l”, s opp sed to sounding
like a compression. Both participants reported h aring more activ-
ity during the variable-rate compressed audio. Participant 2 said
that these sounded more “full”, and that it sounded like th re was
a boost in mid-range frequ nci s. Participant 1 noticed that during
the 10-hour compressed audio, he heard what sounded like a se-
quence of chords, which he sp culated b th dominant harmonies
of a series of s ngs; on hearing the variable-rate compressed v r-
sion, he reported h aring more ‘attack’, and more f the transie ts,
during the musical sequ nce.
This testing su gests that in general, the compression s suc-
cessful in co veying main events that occur in our lab, s well as
the general sonic character of the space. However, the difference
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Figure 5: Comparison of outputs of constant- and variable-rate time compression. Compression ratio is 60; input is the input data from
Figure 4
made by the variable-rate compression was more subtle; in some
cases, users seemed to hear it as a change in timbre rather than
something that enabled perception of new effects. Also, while
comments suggest that the variable-rate compression is working
by finding more activity, it is not clear that perceiving more activ-
ity is desirable; perhaps the distilling of audio to times of great-
est change could be accompanied by a smoothing or averaging of
timbre. A more substantial user study would better tease out the
perceptual effects of different compression parameters (e.g., how
extreme the bias towards more interesting audio should be).
5. SONIFICATION
In addition to exploiting sampled audio streams, we include some
preliminary work on synthesized spatial sonification of other local-
ized sensor data. The sonifications in this section are implemented
using Max/MSP, which was sent data from the main DoppelLab
client over Open Sound Control [24], [25]. We consider two broad
categories of sonification: that of continuous data, such as temper-
ature, where sensors have numerical values which vary over time,
and event-like data, where sensors register discrete events as they
occur.
5.1. Continuous Data Sonifications
DoppelLab incorporates streams of temperature data from a net-
work of between two and three hundred temperature sensors
around the Media Lab. Our temperature sonification picks a sub-
set of those sensors and assign a sine-wave oscillator to each, spa-
tialized at the corresponding locations. Temperatures are mapped
proportionately to the frequency of the sine waves; both linear and
logarithmic mappings of pitch were tried; the latter was more suc-
cessful since a given temperature difference in degrees always cor-
responds to the same harmonic interval.
The resulting soundscape has a resonant, bell-like character.
The lack of pitch quantization and the large number of voices give
an effect reminiscent of later 20th century music such as the mi-
cropolyphony of Gyorgi Ligeti. While the continuum of pitches is
at odds with the suggestion of discrete pitches in [7], it allows for
nuanced presentation of this dataset, where at real-time or near-
real-time speeds, data often changes very gradually.
5.2. Event-Like Data Sonifications
Several data types in DoppelLab are event-like, where discrete
events are associated with a physical location and particular point
in time. For this kind of data, we might use a sonification where we
assign a transient note or sample to the events; this way, the density
of sounds in time, or large-scale rhythmic structure, encodes large-
scale patterns in the data. If data is sparse, the sonification can act
as an alert to indicate the presence of new data. We tried sonify-
ing two such types of data; RFID data (indicating the proximity
of a badged individual to distributed readers) and Twitter streams
(which graphically manifest in the office of the Tweeter as they
arrive).
In both of these cases, we found the most salient data to sonify
to be the individual’s username. Since this is not quantitative data,
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made by the variable-rate compression was more subtle; in some
cases, users seemed to hear it as a change in timbre rather than
something that enabled perception of new effects. Also, while
comments suggest that the variable-rate compression is working
by finding more activity, it is not clear that perceiving more activ-
ity is desirable; perhaps the distilling of audio to times of great-
est change could be accompanied by a smoothing or averaging of
timbre. A more substantial user study would better tease out the
perceptual effects of different compression parameters (e.g., how
extreme the bias towards more interesting audio should be).
5. SONIFICATION
In addition to exploiting sampled audio streams, we include some
preliminary work on synthesized spatial sonification of other local-
ized sensor data. The sonifications in this section are implemented
using Max/MSP, which was sent data from the main DoppelLab
client over Open Sound Control [24], [25]. We consider two broad
categories of sonification: that of continuous data, such as temper-
ature, where sensors have numerical values which vary over time,
and event-like data, where sensors register discrete events as they
occur.
5.1. Continuous Data Sonifications
DoppelLab incorporates streams of temperature data from a net-
work of between two and three hundred temperature sensors
around the Media Lab. Our temperature sonification picks a sub-
set of those sensors and assign a sine-wave oscillator to each, spa-
tialized at the corresponding locations. Temperatures are mapped
proportionately to the frequency of the sine waves; both linear and
logarithmic mappings of pitch were tried; the latter was more suc-
cessful since a given temperature difference in degrees always cor-
responds to the same harmonic interval.
The resulting soundscape has a resonant, bell-like character.
The lack of pitch quantization and the large number of voices give
an effect reminiscent of later 20th century music such as the mi-
cropolyphony of Gyorgi Ligeti. While the continuum of pitches is
at odds with the suggestion of discrete pitches in [7], it allows for
nuanced presentation of this dataset, where at real-time or near-
real-time speeds, data often changes very gradually.
5.2. Event-Like Data Sonifications
Several data types in DoppelLab are event-like, where discrete
events are associated with a physical location and particular point
in time. For this kind of data, we might use a sonification where we
assign a transient note or sample to the events; this way, the density
of sounds in time, or large-scale rhythmic structure, encodes large-
scale patterns in the data. If data is sparse, the sonification can act
as an alert to indicate the presence of new data. We tried sonify-
ing two such types of data; RFID data (indicating the proximity
of a badged individual to distributed readers) and Twitter streams
(which graphically manifest in the office of the Tweeter as they
arrive).
In both of these cases, we found the most salient data to sonify
to be the individual’s username. Since this is not quantitative data,
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Figure 6: Cubes with faces on them appear when corresponding
RFID badges are near sensors.
it cannot be directly expressed by mapping it to a musical param-
eter. We used hashing to associate the username with the chosen
parameters; the goal is not to ‘encode’ the username in a mean-
ingful way, but to create an association, so that if a username ap-
pears frequently, the listener may learn to recognize the associated
sound.
DoppelLab’s RFID data provides a rough-granularity repre-
sentation of where different lab members or visitors are in the
building. Many members and visitors choose to carry a badge
which has an RFID tag; if the tag is detected at one of the RFID
readers around the lab, DoppelLab registers the event, and some
associated data, such as a name, and if the tag owner has submit-
ted one to the Lab-wide database, a photo. DoppelLab includes a
visualization of this data, wherein a cube appears if a tag is reg-
istered in the corresponding location; if a photo is available, the
photo appears on the cube’s faces. Figure 6 shows a screenshot.
To sonify an RFID event, we used a simple, short bell-like
tone. Usernames are associated with pitches; pitches are chosen
among multiples of a base frequency, for a just-intonation effect;
tones in a western scale could also be used. One important charac-
teristic of the RFID data is that it has great variance in frequency
of occurrence; on a normal day, around 10 RFIDs might appear,
as most students and academic staff dont carry their badges; dur-
ing semesterly sponsor meetings, however, hundreds can appear
within an afternoon; this density is compounded in the case of
faster-than-real-time playback. In these cases, the sounds from
such events are triggered sequentially, so the effect is a fast rhyth-
mic pattern.
DoppelLab also includes Twitter data [26]. Public tweets from
lab members are aggregated, and the several most recent tweets
are rendered in the visualization, situated according to the office
location of the account’s author. Figure 7 shows an example.
For the Twitter sonification, we use samples to denote events.
In particular, we chose a set of bird call samples, primarily for
aesthetic interest and to provide a clear metaphoric association be-
tween the sonification and the data modality in the presence of
Figure 7: Twitter streams are rendered in space near the office
location of their authors. They update when new tweets appear.
other sonifications. The greater sonic variety between the bird
samples, as compared to the synthesized RFID sounds, made it rel-
atively easier to associate the sounds with stream authors. On the
other hand, this complexity can be problematic at the higher fre-
quencies of events when running highly-compressed timestreams;
the sound of many such extended samples playing simultaneously
is difficult to sonically parse, although that may be partly because
we were unfamiliar with avian sounds—birders, for example, are
better at distinguishing particular calls in relative caucophony.
5.3. Results
We evaluated these sonifications through informal testing. Even
though the work is preliminary, testing yielded a number of in-
sights particular to using sonification to augment a 3D graphical
environment.
With event-like data (Twitter and RFID), one of the main goals
of the sonification is to give the user an awareness of events which
they are not currently looking at (either because the user’s eyes
aren’t on them or because the UI’s camera is not on them.) These
sonifications are successful to the extent that they indicate the fre-
quency and general spatial distribution of events. One problem
was that connecting a sonic event to the specific visualization it
corresponded to was difficult. When a sound occurs, a number
of RFID cubes or Twitter streams might be present near the loca-
tion of the sound, and then it is not clear which of those events
has just taken place. The Twitter stream visualizations are particu-
larly problematic, because they are always shown; new data simply
changes the content they show.
Thus, our tests indicate that it is difficult to learn these purely
associative sonifications. One way to improve this situation might
be to allow occupants to submit meaningful sonic signatures that
would be more meaningful than arbitrarily assigned sounds. An-
other way would be to make the sonification more interactive
through the GUI. In particular, if a user could click on a stream
or an RFID cube and hear the associated sound, she might begin
to learn the association between IDs and sounds.
, , ,
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it cannot be directly expressed by mapping it to a musical param-
eter. We used hashing to associate the username with the chosen
parameters; the goal is not to ‘encode’ the username in a mean-
ingful way, but to create an association, so that if a username ap-
pears frequently, the listener may learn to recognize the associated
sound.
DoppelLab’s RFID data provides a rough-granularity repre-
sentation of where different lab members or visitors are in the
building. Many members and visitors choose to carry a badge
which has an RFID tag; if the tag is detected at one of the RFID
readers around the lab, DoppelLab registers the event, and some
associated data, such as a name, and if the tag owner has submit-
ted one to the Lab-wide atabase, a photo. DoppelLab includes a
visualization of this data, wherein a cube appears if a tag is reg-
ister d in the correspondi g location; if a photo is avail ble, the
phot appears on the cube’s faces. Figure 6 shows a screenshot.
To sonify an RFID event, we used a simple, short bell-like
tone. Usernames are associated with pitches; pitches are chosen
among multiples of a base frequency, for a just-intonation effect;
tones in a western scale could also be used. One important charac-
teristic of the RFID data is that it has great variance in frequency
of occurrence; on a normal day, around 10 RFIDs might appear,
as most students and academic staff dont carry their badges; dur-
ing semesterly sponsor meetings, however, hundreds can appear
within an afternoon; this density is compounded in the case of
faster-than-real-time playback. In these cases, the sounds from
such events are triggered sequentially, so the effect is a fast rhyth-
mic pattern.
DoppelLab also includes Twitter data [26]. Public tweets from
lab members are aggregated, and the several most recent tweets
are rendered in the visualization, situated according to the office
location of the account’s author. Figure 7 shows an example.
For the Twitter sonification, we use samples to denote events.
In particular, we chose a set of bird call samples, primarily for
aesthetic nterest and to provide a clear metaphoric association be-
twe n the sonifica io and the data modality in the presen e of
Figure 7: Twitter streams are rendered in space near the office
location of their authors. They update when new tweets appear.
other sonifications. The greater sonic variety between the bird
samples, as compared to the synthesized RFID sounds, made it rel-
atively easier to associate the sounds with stream authors. On the
other hand, this complexity can be problematic at the higher fre-
quencies of events when running highly-compressed timestreams;
the sound of many such extended samples playing simultaneously
is difficult to sonically parse, although that may be partly because
we were unfamiliar with avian sounds—birders, for example, are
better at distinguishing particular calls in relative caucophony.
5.3. Results
We evaluated these sonifications through informal testing. Even
though the work is preliminary, testing yielded a number of in-
sights particul to using sonification to augment a 3D graphical
environment.
With event-lik data (Twi ter and RFID), one of the main goals
of the sonification is to give the us r an aware ess of ev nts which
they are not currently looking at (either because the ser’s eyes
aren’t on them or because the UI’s camera is not on them.) These
sonifications are successful to the extent that they indicate the fre-
quency and general spatial distribution of events. One problem
was that connecting a sonic event to the specific visualization it
corresponded to was difficult. When a sound occurs, a number
of RFID cubes or Twitter streams might be present near the loca-
tion of the sound, and then it is not clear which of those events
has just taken place. The Twitter stream visualizations are particu-
larly problematic, because they are always shown; new data simply
changes the content they show.
Thus, our tests indicate that it is difficult to learn these purely
associative sonifications. One way to improve this situation might
be to allow occupants to submit meaningful sonic signatures that
would be more meaningful than arbitrarily assigned sounds. An-
other ay would be to make the so ification more interactive
through the GUI. In particular, if user could click a st am
or an RFID cube and hear the associated so nd, she might begin
to learn the association between IDs and unds.
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it cannot be directly expressed by mapping it to a musical param-
eter. We used hashing to associate the username with the chosen
parameters; the goal is not to ‘encode’ the username in a mean-
ingful way, but to create an association, so that if a username ap-
pears frequently, the listener may learn to recognize the associated
sound.
DoppelLab’s RFID d ta provides a rough-granularit r r -
sentati n of where diff rent lab members or visitors
building. Many embers and v sitors ch ose to carr
w ich h s an RFID tag; if the tag is detected at one of t
readers around the lab, DoppelLab registers the event, and so e
associated data, such as a name, and if the tag owner has sub it-
ted one to the Lab-wide database, a photo. DoppelLab includes a
visualization of this data, wherein a cube appears if a tag is reg-
istered in the corresponding location; if a photo is available, the
photo appears on the cube’s faces. Figure 6 shows a screenshot.
To sonify an RFID event, we used a simple, short bell-like
tone. Usernames are associated with pitches; pitches are chosen
among multiples of a base frequency, for a just-intonation effect;
tones in a western scale could also be used. One important charac-
teristic of the RFID data is that it has great variance in frequency
of occurrence; on a normal day, around 10 RFIDs might appear,
as most students and academic staff dont carry their badges; dur-
ing semesterly sponsor meetings, however, hundreds can appear
within an afternoon; this den ity is compounded in the case of
faster-than- eal-time playback. In these cases, the sounds from
suc events are triggered sequentially, so the effect is a fast rhyth-
mic pattern.
DoppelLab also includes Twitter data [26]. Public tweets from
lab members are aggregated, and the several most recent tweets
are rendered in the visualization, situated according to the office
location of the account’s author. Figure 7 shows an example.
For the Twitter sonification, we use samples to denote events.
In particular, we chose a set of bird call samples, primarily for
aesthetic interest and to provide a clear metaphoric association be-
tween the sonification and the data modality in the presence of
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other sonifications. The greater sonic variety between the bird
samples, as compared to the synthesized RFID sounds, made it rel-
atively easier to associate the sounds with stream authors. On the
other hand, this complexity can be problematic at the higher fre-
quencies of events when running highly-compressed timestreams;
the sound of many such extended samples playing simultaneously
is difficult to sonically parse, although that may be partly because
we were unfamiliar with avian sounds—birders, for example, are
better at distinguishing particular calls in relative caucophony.
5.3. Results
e evaluated these sonifications through informal testing. Even
though the work is preliminary, testing yielded a number of in-
sights particular to using sonification to augment a 3D graphical
environment.
With event-like data (Twitter and RFID), one of the main goals
of the sonification is to give the user an awareness of events which
they are not currently looking at (either because the user’s eyes
aren’t on them or because the UI’s camera is not on them.) These
sonifications are successful to the extent that they indicate the fre-
quency and general spatial distribution of events. One problem
was that connecting a sonic event to the specific visualization it
corresponded to was difficult. When a sound occurs, a number
of RFID cub s or Twitter streams might be present near the loca-
tion of the sound, and th n i is not clear which of thos events
has just tak n place. The Twitter stream visualizations are particu-
larly problematic, because they ar always shown; new data sim ly
changes the content they show.
Thus, our tests indicate t at it is difficult to learn these purely
associative sonifications. One way to improve this situation might
be to allow occupants to submit meaningful sonic signatures that
would be more meaningful than arbitrarily assigned sounds. An-
other way would be to make the sonification more interactive
through the GUI. In particular, if a user could click on a stream
or an RFID cube and hear the associated sound, she might begin
to learn the association between IDs and sounds.
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6. SYSTEM
We implemented this sonification as a networked software system.
Priorities were scalability, privacy, and responsiveness to user in-
put. Audio obfuscation (see Section 3) is performed on the nodes
where audio is recorded, before it is sent over the network. Ob-
fuscated audio is sent to a streaming server, where clients which
are looking at real-time data can download it. A central server
also downloads the audio streams and archives them, and period-
ically computes time-compressed versions of the archived audio
at several compression ratios (see Section 4). Normal-speed and
time-compressed audio are served from a file server in minute long
segments. We have implemented a native client program, which
gets player position data from the DoppelLab game-engine client,
downloads all audio streams at the desired time and speed, spatial-
izes the streams, and plays them back. Our client uses the OpenAL
library[27], to perform the spatialization using the inverse square
law for intensity attenuation with distance. In [22], we provide
more details on the server design, and some calculations demon-
strating scalability and responsiveness.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Increasingly, the spaces in which we live and work are instru-
mented with sensors. To understand this increasingly dense and
multimodal data, we will need increasingly powerful ways to dis-
play it. This work combines spatialized sonification of localized
sensor data with interactive 3D visualization to demonstrate a new
kind of immersive display. In addition, this work explores the use
of recorded audio data as a timbral sonification of a space, and
how to use extreme time compression to make this audio data un-
derstandable; these topics have seen little prior work. Finally, this
work poses questions about data privacy that will become increas-
ingly relevant, and takes steps toward finding a solution which best
suits this new use of audio data.
This work touches on many rich topics, including audio analy-
sis, compression, sonification, and privacy. There are various inter-
esting possibilities for future work. The presentation of historical
recorded audio would likely benefit from audio visualization (e.g.,
a scrubbable “waveform” above the time-scroll bars), to help users
in navigating to particular features. Our exploration of sonifica-
tion of non-audio data in DoppelLab was somewhat cursory and
leaves much room for future work. One interesting area is soni-
fication of associative or non-quantitative data, such as user IDs;
making these sonifications interactive could improve learnability.
The methods of audio spatialization used could also be varied and
tested. In particular, DoppelLab allows users to toggle the visual
transparency of the building representation; it would be natural
to simulate audio attenuation through floors when the floors are
graphically opaque. This work in general would benefit from more
formal user studies with more participants; such studies could fur-
ther investigate the quality of the time compression, or could focus
on the quality of the obfuscation, or the overall usefulness of the
sonification within the DoppelLab program. Our research group is
also continuing this work by deploying a similar system in an out-
door area, so that users can observe changes to the natural habitat
via audio streams and sensor data. The notion of privacy in dealing
with recorded audio is essential to work in this area. We would like
to explore more rigorous ways to ensure that audio obfuscation is
not reversible, while preserving timbre and aeshtetics as much as
possible.
The website[28] for this project includes audio and video ma-
terial from the programs discussed here; this includes demonstra-
tions of the time-compression, obfuscation, and the DoppelLab
program as a whole.
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